
STEP A B C D
BA to 44 MA or                             

BA +45-59
MA +15 or                     

BA +60
MA +30 or                     

BA +75 Inc. MA
1 $68,436 $69,020 $72,467 $76,092
2 $69,476 $71,605 $75,189 $78,943
3 $70,693 $74,293 $78,007 $81,907
4 $73,061 $77,077 $80,934 $84,979
5 $75,801 $79,968 $83,967 $88,166
6 $78,643 $82,969 $87,116 $91,473
7 $81,593 $86,080 $90,382 $94,904
8 $84,652 $89,308 $93,772 $98,461
9 $84,652 $92,657 $97,291 $102,154

10 $84,652 $96,132 $100,938 $105,984
11 $84,652 $99,735 $104,725 $109,958
12 $84,652 $103,476 $108,649 $114,082
13 $84,652 $103,476 $112,725 $118,360
14 $84,652 $103,476 $116,950 $122,798
15 $84,652 $103,476 $116,950 $122,798
16 $84,652 $103,476 $116,950 $122,798
17 $84,652 $103,476 $116,950 $122,798
18 $84,652 $103,476 $116,950 $122,798
19 $84,652 $103,476 $116,950 $122,798

* 20 $86,768 $106,063 $119,874 $125,868
21 $86,768 $106,063 $119,874 $125,868
22 $86,768 $106,063 $119,874 $125,868
23 $86,768 $106,063 $119,874 $125,868

* 24 $88,885 $108,650 $122,798 $128,938
25 $88,885 $108,650 $122,798 $128,938
26 $88,885 $108,650 $122,798 $128,938
27 $88,885 $108,650 $122,798 $128,938

* 28 $91,001 $111,237 $125,721 $132,008

*Salary Anniversary Increments for steps 20 through 28 are based on Step 14 in columns A, B, C, & D. Salary 
advancement for anniversary credit is given at 20, 24, and 28 years of service.

An additional $750 annual stipend will be paid to those employees who have earned a doctorate from an 
accredited university.

The units beyond the degree are semester units which have been earned after the degree has been conferred.  To 
convert quarter units to semester units, multiply by 2/3.  All units must be verified by transcripts showing a grade 
of "C" or better, and be approved courses.

RIVERSIDE UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
RCTA PRESIDENT SALARY SCHEDULE - 024

Effective July 1, 2019

WORK YEAR:  210 DAYS - 8 HOURS/DAY

Anniversary Increments - Only years of service in the Riverside Unified School District shall count toward 
anniversary increments within the shaded steps.  Calculation of anniversary increments are based on initial 
placement on the salary schedule.  


